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Abstract. We give a local model for d-shifted symplectic dg-schemes, or Deligne-
Mumford dg-stacks [PTVV]. Locally any such is a product of a “twisted shifted
cotangent bundle”, where the twist is given by an element df , with f ∈ H1−d(O),
and a quadratic bundle in middle degree. The latter only occurs if d = 4r + 2.
Let X be a derived algebraic variety, or more generally a derived stack [TV,L1,Pr],
defined over a field k of characteristic zero, and let LX be its cotangent complex.
Let P ∈ PicCohOX be an invertible complex of coherent DX -modules, equipped
with a quasi-isomorphism λP : (P
∗)−1 → P .
A P-shifted symplectic structure on X is a P-valued deRham closed 2-form
ω = ω2 + ω3 + ω4 + · · · ∈ P ⊗ F
2LΩX
such that i) ω2 : L
∗
X → LX ⊗P is a quis, and ii) the induced map w
∗
2 ⊗ λP : L
∗
X →
LX ⊗ P
∗−1 → LX ⊗ P coincides with ω2.
When P = OX [−d], and for appropriate choice of sign λOX [−d], this is pre-
cisely the d-shifted symplectic structure of [PTVV]: see also [Co], [AKSZ] and the
extensive physics literature for earlier avatars of this definition.
A P-shifted symplectic structure on X defines an element [ω2] in the Grothendieck-
Witt group KH0(X ,P , λP ), the 0’th Hermitian K-groups of X [Sc], refining the
class of LX in K0(X ).
There is a nice class of examples of P-shifted symplectic structures, the twisted
shifted cotangent bundles. We outline their definition, repeating it in §3.2 in more
detail.
Let Y be a derived algebraic variety such that LY is perfect, let P = OY [−d],
for d > 0, λP = ±1, and suppose the sheaf H
i(P−1 ⊗ L∗Y) = 0 for i > 0.
Then the shifted cotangent bundle X¯ = LY ⊗P = Spec SymOY (P
−1⊗L∗Y)→ Y
canonically has a P-shifted symplectic structure dλ¯, where λ¯ : OX¯ → P ⊗ LX is
the Liouville 1-form, defined just as in classical symplectic geometry.
Now let ξ˜ ∈ H0(Y, H2(P ⊗ F 1LΩY)), so ξ˜ = ξ˜1 + ξ˜2 + · · · is de Rham closed,
with ξ˜1 : OY [1]→ P ⊗ LY .
Then ξ˜1 defines a one parameter family of deformations of X¯ , whose generic fiber
is X = Spec SymOY (P
−1 ⊗ L∗Y
ξ1
−→ OY [−1]) ×Y×A1 Y
pi
−→ Y , and the deformation
1Many typos. Some imprecisions. Bad prose.
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λ of the Liouville form λ¯ to X combines with π∗ξ˜ to define ωξ˜ := (d+D)λ− π
∗ξ˜ ∈
H2(X ,P ⊗ F 2LΩX ), a P-shifted symplectic structure.
Given a P-shifted symplectic stack X , and V ∈ PerfX a complex with Hi(V) = 0
for i ≥ 0 and α : V† → V a quis such that α = λPα
†, where V† = V∗ ⊗ P−1, then
X × V∗ = Spec SymOX V is also naturally a P-shifted symplectic stack.
If d 6= 2mod 4 this will not produce any new examples locally, but for d = 2mod4
gives us new examples attached to non-zero classes in the Witt group of quadratic
forms.
In this paper we prove that locally every P-shifted symplectic structure on X is
a product of a twisted shifted cotangent bundle and a quadratic bundle V , with V
zero unless d = 2mod 4. This generalize both the classical Darboux theorem, which
is the case d = 0, and the theorem of [BBDJ],2 which is part of the case d = 1.
We remark that for d = 2mod4, any quadratic bundle on a variety Y with a
non-trivial class in the Witt group of the function field k(Y ) of Y defines a P-shifted
symplectic variety X on the shifted cotangent bundle of Y . If the dimension of the
quadratic bundle is even, it is etale locally, but not Zariski locally, a metabolic
bundle, and so X is still etale locally a twisted shifted cotangent bundle, and if the
dimension of the bundle is odd we can write it etale locally as the product of a one
dimension quadratic bundle with a metabolic bundle.
The proof has 4 steps. We begin by assuming X is foliated by almost Lagrangian
subvarieties—that is, there is a smooth morphism π : X → Y such that the vertical
maps in
π∗LY −−−−→ LX −−−−→ LX/Y
+1
−−−−→
ω2
x ω2x ω2x
L
†
X/Y −−−−→ L
†
X −−−−→ π
∗L
†
Y
+1
−−−−→
are quasi-isomorphisms, where A† = A∗ ⊗ P−1.
This is not necessarily possible—there is an obstruction to doing so if the class
of ω2 in the Witt group of X is non-zero.
In step 1 of the proof we show that the class of ω2 in the Witt group of X is
the only obstruction to finding such a foliation. The main ingredient for this is a
dg-Frobenius theorem, stating when a ‘subbundle’ of the cotangent complex can be
integrated to a map of dg-schemes, which we formulate and prove in proposition
1.4.
In step 2, we show that, locally on X , the map X → Y degenerates in a dg-
smooth family to X¯ = T ∗[d]Y → Y, the d-shifted cotangent bundle of Y.
Unlike smooth families of ordinary schemes, this does not imply the de Rham
cohomology is constant in the family (any semi-stable family is dg-smooth— for
example a smooth elliptic curve degenerating to a nodal one). However we can
always define a specialisation map for closed p-forms which become zero in the de
Rham complex of the generic fibre; we get a closed form on the special fibre.3
2As we were writing this note, Brav, Brussi and Joyce released a preprint, arXiv/1305.6302,
with a different normal form for −d-symplectic varieties. They give a Hamiltonian description. A
twisted cotangent bundle has such a description: if Y = Spec Sym k[z1, . . . , zn|Dzi = hi], ξ = df ,
f ∈ H1−d(OY ), and yi = dz
†
i
, then H = f +
∑
Dzi.yi.
3This is only an issue when d = 1. When d > 1, we can choose Y so pi0(X ) → pi0(Y)
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Using this, we can transport the class ω ∈ F 2LΩX ; it becomes a class in F
1LΩX¯ ,
which is the pullback of a class in F 1LΩY¯ . This class defines a deformation of X¯
to X ′, a twisted shifted cotangent bundle.
In step 3 we show that there is an automorphism of P ⊗ LY which induces an
isomorphism from X to X ′ sending ω to the standard form on X ′. This can be
accomplished by the Moser technique; our setup is already sufficiently simple that
we just do it by hand.
Finally, in step 4 we observe that if the class of ω2 is non-zero in the Witt
group, then over a (Zariski!) local neighbourhood we can write X as a product of a
quadratic bundle and a P-shifted symplectic variety with ω2 zero in the Witt group.
This is an immediate consequence of Witt cancellation and algebraic surgery.
The proofs are written in the body of the paper, perhaps perversely, without
using geometric language.
The contents of §0 and §1 are taken from notes for a course one of us taught in
2005, and make no particular claim to originality. §2 is more background, much
of which is unneccesary to the proof, but which we find pedagogically reassuring.
Finally, in §3 we prove the theorem.
Conventions
In a model category, we write
∼
−→, →֒,։ to mean morphisms which are, respec-
tively, weak equivalences, cofibrations or fibrations.
We sometimes write A/B, and sometimes cone(B → A), for the mapping cone
of a morphism B → A.
Morphisms are strict unless otherwise indicated.
0. The cotangent complex
The various (Quillen equivalent) modern formulations of (∞, 1)-categories give
a clean conceptual picture of the cotangent complex and what it means. This
formidable technology is unnecessary to the theorems of this paper, which are
about local computations, and for which the straightforward and classical theory
of model categories suffice. We recall briefly the definitions [Qu,BG,GS].
0.1 We fix a field k, char(k) = 0. Denote by Ch(k) the category of chain
complexes of k-modules, · · · → M i
δi
−→ M i+1 → . . . , equipped with the projec-
tive model category structure and the usual symmetric monoidal structure. Weak
equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms, and fibrations are degree-wise surjections. Let
cdga denote the category of commutative differential graded algebras over k, the
commutative algebra objects in Ch(k). The adjunction
Sym : Ch(k)⇆ cdga : Forget
allows us to transport the model category structure on Ch(k) to one on cdga and
the adjunction
Include : cdga≤0 ⇆ cdga : τ≤0
is an isomorphism, and we have Hi(X ,LΩX )
∼
−→Hi(Y ,LΩY)
∼
−→Hi(X¯ ,LΩX¯ ). In this case the
composite can be described explicitly on the level of chain complexes in terms of flat sections of
the Gauss-Manin connection of the degenerating family.
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allows us to transport the model category structure on cdga to cdga≤0, the cate-
gory of non-positively graded cdga’s over k. Explicitly, a morphism f : A → B in
cdga≤0 is a weak equivalence if it is a quis, that is H
n(f) : Hn(A)→ Hn(B) is an
isomorphism for all n, f is a fibration if fn : An → Bn is a surjection for all n ≤ −1,
and f is a cofibration if it is one in cdga. These have been described in [BG], and we
recall: a set of generating cofibrations are given by k → Sym k[n], k → SymDiscn,
and Sym k[n] → SymDiscn, for n ≤ 0, where Discn = k[n − 1]
Id
−→ k[n]. Cofi-
brations are closed under pushouts, a retract of a cofibration is a cofibration, if
X1 → X2 → . . . is a sequence of cofibrations, then X1 → colimXi is a cofibration,
and if fj : Xj → Yj , j ∈ J is a set of cofibrations, then ⊗fj : ⊗Xj → ⊗Yj is a
cofibration.
The model category cdga, and hence cdga≤0, is left proper; that is if f : A→ B
is a quis, and A →֒ C is a cofibration, then C → B ⊗LA C is a quis.
If A ∈ cdga, A-mod is the dg-category whose objects are the objectsM ∈ Ch(k)
endowed with a strictly associative action of A. The free A-module functor gives
an adjunction
A⊗k (·) : Ch(k)⇆ A-mod : Forget,
the induced model category structure on A-mod is called the projective model
category, and is enriched over Ch(k). More generally, given a cofibration A → B
in cdga, the adjunction B⊗A (·) : A-mod⇆ B-mod : Forget is Quillen when both
A-mod and B-mod are equipped with the projective model category structure, and
is a Quillen equivalence if A→ B is a quis.
An object B in a model category C enriched in chain complexes is said to be
compact if HomC(B, ·) commutes with filtered homotopy colimits. If C has a fixed
set of compact generators, we sayB is finitely presented, or f.p., if it is in the smallest
subcategory containing the generators and closed under shifts, finite coproducts,
mapping cones and weak equivalences. For such a category an object is compact
if and only if it is a retract of a f.p. object. We apply these notions to cdga≤0,
cdgaA\·, and to A-mod, where we denote the category of compact objects PerfA.
0.2 If f : A → B is in cdga, we write LB/A for the cotangent complex. Recall
the definition: Take a cofibrant replacement for f in the model category cdgaA\·
of alegbras over A, i.e. factor f = pi, A
i
−→ cB
p
−→ B, with i a cofibration and p a
weak equivalence. Then LB/A = B ⊗cB Ω
1
cB/A ∈ B-mod.
As cdga is left proper, this coincides with the cofibrant replacement in the model
category of morphisms in cdga. In other words, if we first cofibrantly replace A,
cA
∼
−→A, and then factor cA→ B by cA →֒ X
∼
−→B, the natural map B⊗XΩ
1
X/cA →
LB/A is a quis.
We recall (i) a square
A −−−−→ Ry y
B −−−−→ S
induces a morphism S ⊗B LB/A → LS/R in
S-mod, that this is a weak equivalence if both B → S, A→ R are, and
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ii) morphisms A→ B → C in cdga induce a triangle
C ⊗B LB/A → LC/A → LC/B
+1
−−→
in C-mod.
0.3 Given f : A→ B in cdga, factor f = pi : A
i
−→ cB
p
−→ B as in 0.2, and define
F pLΩB/A =
∏
n≥p
∧n
cB
Ω1
cB/A[−n] ∈ A-mod,
with differential D + d, where D is induced from the differential D on Ω1
cB/A, and
d is the derivation induced from d : cB → Ω1
cB/A.
Write [ ]p : F
pLΩB/A →
∧p
LB/A = B⊗cB
∧p
cB Ω
1
cB/A for the morphism induced
by the projection and a shift by p.
We write LΩB/A instead of F
0LΩB/A, and call this the Hodge completed de
Rham complex [FT]. If A = k, we write LB, F
pLΩB instead of LB/k, F
pLΩB/k. We
also write Hi(SpecB,F pLΩB) for the i’th cohomology of the complex F
pLΩB/k.
0.4 Recall [Go] that if f : B → A in cdga≤0 is such that H
0(B) → H0(A) has
nilpotent kernel, then the induced map LΩB → LΩA is a quis in k-mod.
In particular, if B ∈ cdga≤0, then H
i(SpecB,LΩB) = 0 for i < 0.
1.Basics
1.1 We say that a morphism X → Y is k-connected if Hi cone(X → Y ) = 0 for
all i ≥ −k.4 Observe X → Y is k-connected if and only if H−kX → H−kY is an
epimorphism and, for i > −k, Hi(X)→ Hi(Y ) is an isomorphism.
Proposition. Let B ∈ cdga≤0 be f.p., and B → A a morphism in cdga. Then
for d ≥ 1 the following are equivalent.
i) H0B → H0A is a surjection, and Hi(LA/B) = 0 for i ≥ −d+ 1, and
ii) HiB → HiA is an isomorphism for all i > −d+1, and H−d+1B → H−d+1A
is a surjection, i.e. B → A is (d− 1)-connected.
Moreover, if K = cone(B → A) ∈ B-mod, then H−d(K) = H−d(A⊗LBK)
∼
−→H−d(LA/B).
Proof. Replace B → A by a cofibration, B →֒ cA
∼
−→A. The small object argument
shows that cA is built out of B by a (possibly transfinite) attachment of cells; that
is there is an ordinal I, and for each α ∈ I an element fα ∈ B[zβ , β < α], such that
cA := B[zα, α ∈ I | Dzα = fα].
5 Furthermore, if HiB → HiA is an isomorphism
for all i > −r + 1, and H−r+1B → H−r+1A is a surjection, then we can insist
deg zα ≤ −r.
We have LA/B = A〈dzα, α ∈ I | D(dzα) = −dfα〉.
Let K be the mapping cone of B → cA in B-mod. Then K = B{zα}, where,
given elements γα ∈ cA, we write B{γα} for the B-subalgebra of cA they generate.
The derivation d : cA → LcA/B factors through K, and the mapping cone of the
induced map 1 ⊗ d : cA ⊗B K → LcA/B in cA-mod is Q := cA{1 ⊗ zαzβ − zα ⊗
4This is probably usually called −k-co-connected. Whatever.
5If A ∈ cdga≤0 and α ∈ A
n is an n-cycle, we write A[x | Dx = α] for the pushout A⊗Sym k[n]
Discn, and we say deg x = n− 1.
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zβ − (−1)
deg zα deg zβzβ ⊗ zα, α, β ∈ I}[1]. Hence if deg zα ≤ −r for all α ∈ I, then
HiQ = 0 for i > −2r − 1.
Now, HiK = 0 for i > −r if and only if Hi(cA ⊗B K) = 0 for i > −r, as is
evident from the spectral sequence TorHB(HA,HK)⇒ H(cA⊗B K).
Fix r such that HiK = 0 when i ≥ −r+1 and r ≥ 1; this is possible as H0B →
H0A is a surjection. Then Hi−1Q = HiQ = 0 for i ≥ −2r, Hi(cA ⊗B K) = 0 for
i ≥ −r+1, and the triangle cA⊗B K → LcA/B → Q
+1
−−→ gives Hi(LcA/B) = 0 for
i ≥ −r + 1 and an isomorphism H−r(K) = H−r(cA⊗B K)
∼
−→H−r(LcA/B).
Hence (i) implies (ii), on taking r = d, but also (ii) implies (i).
Corollary. Let f : B → A in cdga≤0 have LA/B = 0.
(i) If H0B → H0A is an isomorphism, then f is a quis.
(ii) If H0B → H0A is a surjection, then f is a quis.
1.2 We say that M ∈ A-mod has Tor amplitude in [a, b] if for all N ∈ A-mod
such that Hj(N) = 0 for j 6= 0, Hi(M ⊗A N) 6= 0 implies a ≤ i ≤ b, and that it
has Tor dimension d, TorDimM = d, if it has Tor amplitude in [−d, 0].
Observe A[d] has Tor dimension d if d ≥ 0, and that if M ′ →M →M ′′
+1
−−→ is a
triangle, then TorDimM ≤ TorDimM ′ + TorDimM ′′. Hence if M ∈ PerfA, then
M has finite Tor dimension.
Lemma. If M ∈ A-mod has HiM = 0 for i ≥ −r and if TorDimM ≤ r, then
M = 0.
Proof. SupposeM 6= 0, and let j be the maximum integer such that Hj(M) 6= 0, so
j < −r. Then the spectral sequence TorH(A)(H(M), H0(A)) ⇒ H(M ⊗LA H
0(A))
gives Hj(M ⊗A H
0(A)) 6= 0, so −r ≤ j, a contradiction.
1.3 A morphism A → B ∈ cdga≤0 is a Zariski open embedding if it is quis in
cdgaA\· to a morphism of the form A → A[t, ξ|Dξ = tf − 1] where f ∈ A
0. A
cover of a f.p. algebra A is a finite set fi : A→ Bi of Zariski open embeddings such
that if B = ⊕Bi, the augmented bar complex A → B → B ⊗A B → · · · is exact;
equivalently the maps H0(fi) : H
0(A) → H0(Bi) form a cover in the usual sense.
We say a property of an M ∈ A-mod holds Zariski locally on A if there is a cover
of A for which the the property holds for the pullback Bi ⊗
L
A M on Bi for all i.
Lemma. Let A ∈ cdga≤0, H
0(A) finitely presented, M ∈ PerfA. The following
are equivalent.
i) M has Tor amplitude in [a, b].
ii) M
∼
−→(Ma → · · · → Mb), where each Mi[−i] is a summand of a free module
Ani , for some ni ≥ 0.
iii) There is a Zariski cover A → A′ such that M ⊗A A
′ ∼−→(M ′a → · · · → M
′
b),
where each M ′i [−i] is a free module A
′ni , for some ni ≥ 0.
1.4 Let R → A ∈ cdga≤0, and suppose given (i) a triangle S → LA/R →
LA/R/S
+1
−−→ in A-mod, with LA/R and LA/R/S cofibrant, and (ii) a map d :
LA/R/S → ∧
2(LA/R/S) inR-mod with d
2 = 0 such that
LA/R
β
−−−−→ LA/R/S
d
y dy
∧2LA/R
∧2β
−−−−→ ∧2(LA/R/S)
(strictly) commutes.
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Call such data foliation data; observe that if B → A is a morphism in cdgaR\·,
we get foliation data from LB/R ⊗B A→ LA/R → LA/B after cofibrantly replacing
B → A.
Define LΩA/S =
∏
i≥0 ∧
i(LA/R/S)[−i] ∈ R-mod with differential D + d, where
D is the internal differential, and observe we have a morphism LΩA/R → LΩA/S
in R-mod.
Proposition. Let A ∈ cdga≤0 have H
0(A) finitely presented as a commutative
algebra, and suppose given either
(i) S ∈ PerfA, and morphism S → LA, such that, writing LA/S = cone(S →
LA), there is an s > 0 with H
i(LA/S) = 0 for i > −s, and TorDimS ≤ 2s− 1, or
(ii) foliation data S → LA → LA/S
+1
−−→ with S ∈ PerfA, as above.
Suppose also that S → LA is 0-connected.
6
Then there exists a finitely presented B ∈ cdga≤0, morphism B → A, with
H0(B)→ H0(A) a surjection, and quis LB⊗BA
∼
−→S factoring LB⊗BA→ LA. In
case (ii) we also have a weak equivalence of triangles (LB ⊗BA→ LA → LA/B) −→
(S → LA → LA/S) such that
LA/B
d
−−−−→ ∧2LA/By y
LA/S
d
−−−−→ ∧2(LA/S)
(strictly) commutes.
Proof. We inductively build algebras Br → A, and morphisms LBr ⊗Br A→ S →
LA factoring LBr⊗BrA→ LA such that, writing S/LBr for cone(LBr⊗BrA→ S), i)
Br is finitely presented, with TorDimLBr ≤ r, ii) for r ≥ 1, H
0Br → H
0A is a sur-
jection, iii) Hi(S/LBr ) = 0 for i > −r, iv) S/LBr is perfect, and TorDimS/LBr ≤
TorDimS, and (v) when S comes from foliation data,
LA/Br
d
−−−−→ ∧2LA/Bry y
LA/S
d
−−−−→ ∧2(LA/S)
(strictly) commutes.
Then for r > TorDimS+1 lemma 1.2 gives S/LBr = 0, proving the proposition.
To begin, as H0A is finitely presented we can choose x1, . . . , xn in A
0 which
generate H0(A), and ξ1, . . . , ξr in A
−1 such that the Dξi generate the ideal D(A
−1)
in A0. Define B0 = k[x
′
1, . . . , x
′
n], and LB0⊗B0A→ S by sending dx
′
i to some choice
of a lift of dxi ∈ L
0
A to S
0; this is possible as H0(S) surjects onto H0(LA).
Now suppose we have defined Br. If H
−r(S/LBr ) = 0, set Br+1 = Br, otherwise
as S and LBr are perfect and H
0(A) is finitely presented, H−r(S/LBr ) is a finitely
generated H0(A)-module; let w1, . . . , wt be elements which generate it.
As in proposition 1, letK = cone(Br → A) ∈ Br-mod, d : K → LA/Br . Consider
the image of wi in H
−r(LA/Br ). We claim this is in the image of d : H
−rK →
H−r(LA/Br ).
Granting this for the moment, let w′1, . . . , w
′
t ∈ H
−rK be elements for which dw′i
equals the image of wi in H
−r(LA/Br ). These define elements in H
−r+1(Br) under
the transgression in the exact sequence
→ H−rA→ H−r(K)→ H−r+1Br → H
−r+1A→
6A lazy assumption, but we do not need the general case in this paper.
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and we let γ′1, . . . , γ
′
t ∈ (Br)
−r+1 be lifts of these elements from H−r+1(Br).
Write γ1, . . . , γt in A
−r+1 for the images of the γ′i under the morphism Br → A.
As these elements are zero in H−r+1A, there exist zi ∈ A
−r such that Dzi = γi.
We may further assume that dzi = dw
′
i in H
−r(LA/Br ). To see this, choose a
cofibrant replacement Br → cA for Br → A. As in proposition 1.1, we can assume
K ⊆ A, and so w′i ∈ A
−r has Dw′i = γ
′
i ∈ B
−r+1
r ⊆ A
−r+1
r . Now choose zi = w
′
i.
Set Br+1 = Br[z
′
i | Dz
′
i = γ
′
i], with deg z
′
i = −r, and map Br+1 → A by sending
z′i 7→ zi.
As dγ′i ∈ H
−r+1(LBr ) are transgressed from wi ∈ H
−r(S/LBr ), we can find
w˜i ∈ S
−r lifting wi with Dw˜i equal to the image of −dγ
′
i in S
−r+1. Extend the
map LBr → S to LBr+1 → S by sending dzi 7→ w˜i.
Then Br+1 satisfies the inductive conditions (i)-(iv).
It remains to prove the claim. For case (i) of the proposition, note that if
Hi(LA/S) = 0 for i > −s, then for r ≤ s and i > −r ≥ −s, the exact se-
quence → Hi(S/LBr )→ H
i(LA/Br )→ H
i(LA/S)→ gives H
i(LA/Br ) = 0. Hence
proposition 1 gives H−r(K) = H−r(A ⊗LBr K) = H
−r(LA/Br ), and the claim. If
s < r ≤ 2s, we reduce to case (ii) by constructing foliation data Zariski locally.
Replace Br → A by Br → cA, so LA/Br is cofibrant and (LA/Br )
i = 0 for
i > −s. We have the Tor amplitude of S/LBr is contained in [−2s+ 1,−r].
Suppose
(**) S/LBr
∼
−→A〈η1, . . . , ηi〉 = A⊗k M [1],
where Dηi ∈ A〈η1, . . . , ηi−1〉, M [1] = ⊕kηi, −2s+ 1 ≤ deg ηi ≤ −r, and S/LBr →
LA/Br is induced by ξ :M [1]→ LA/Br .
Then writing C = cone(S/LBr → LA/Br ) = LA/Br⊕(A⊗M) (with differentials),
∧2C = ∧2LA/Br ⊕ (LA/Br ⊗ M) ⊕ ∧
2M (with differentials), we can define d :
C → ∧2C by (ω, a ⊗ ηi) 7→ (dω, da ⊗ ηi, 0). This is a morphism of complexes, as
d(aξ(ηi)) = da.ξ(ηi) + a.dξ(ηi) = da.ξ(ηi), as dξ(ηi) ∈ (∧
2LA/Br )
deg ηi+1 = 0, as
− deg ηi − 1 < 2s. Moreover, d
2 : C → ∧3C is zero, and d defines foliation data on
S/LBr → LA/Br → C.
To finish the proof, for both cases of the proposition we have, by construction,
foliation data S/LBr → LA/Br → LA/S, and so we have a morphism LΩA/Br →
LΩA/S . Let Q[1] be its mapping cone. We have Q
∼
−→
∏
i≥1Qi[−i], where each
Qi = cone(∧
iLA/Br → ∧
i(LA/S)) ∈ A-mod has a filtration with subquotients
∧a(LA/S)⊗ ∧
b(S/LBr ), a+ b = i, and b > 0.
As Hk(LA/S) = 0 for k ≥ 0, and H
k(S/LBr ) = 0 for k > −r, H
k(∧a(LA/S)⊗
∧b(S/LBr )) = 0 when k > −br − a. Hence H
1−i−r(Qi) = 0 when i > 1, and
any w ∈ H−r(S/LBr ) = Q1 defines a class in H
1−rQ, and hence a class in
Im(H1−r(F 1LΩA/Br )→ H
1−r(LΩA/Br )).
This is the case even when assumption (**) does not hold, as it always holds
Zariski locally, and so there is a Zariski cover φ : A → A′ such that, for u ∈
Im(H−r(S/LBr )→ H
−r(LA/Br )), dφ(u) = 0. But dφ(u) = φdu, and as the kernel
of φ : H−r(∧2LA/Br ) → H
−r(∧2LA′/Br ) = H
−r(∧2LA/Br ) ⊗H0A H
0A′ is zero,
du = 0.
For r ≥ 1, Im(H1−r(F 1LΩA/Br ) → H
1−r(LΩA/Br )) is zero, so the triangle
F 1LΩA/Br → LΩA/Br → LΩA/Br/F
1LΩA/Br
+1
−−→ gives that the image of w is of
the form dw′, for some w′ ∈ A−r, Dw′ = 0, as required.
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Finally, we must check the inductive condition (v). Again, choose cofibrant
replacementsBr → cA forBr → A, and c(S/LBr )→ S/LBr such that (cS/LBr )
i =
0 for i > −r. Then (Qi)
−r = 0 for i > −r, so dw = 0 for w ∈ (LA/S)
−r, ensuring
(v) for Br+1.
Corollary. An algebra A ∈ cdga≤0 is f.p. if and only if H
0(A) is finitely presented
as a commutative algebra and LA is perfect.
Proof. The ‘only if’ implication is clear. For the converse, apply the proposition
with S → LA equal to LA
Id
−→ LA. This gives a f.p. algebraB with H
0(B)
∼
−→H0(A)
an isomorphism and LA/B = 0. Corollary 1.1 gives B → A is a quis.
Note that the proof shows that if LA has Tor dimension d > 0 then A is quis to
a cdga built by attaching r-cells for r ≥ −d, A
∼
−→k[z1, . . . , zn | Dzi = fi] for some
elements fi ∈ k[z1, . . . , zi−1] with deg zi ≥ −d for all i.
1.5 Corollary. Let A ∈ cdga≤0 have H
0(A) f.p.. and L∗A[−d]
∼
−→LA for some
d ≥ 0. Then TorDimLA ≤ d, and A is f.p.
Proof. We have L∗∗A
∼
−→LA, and so LA is perfect. A perfect complex M has Tor
amplitude in [a, b] if and only if M∗ has Tor amplitude in [−b,−a], so LA has Tor
dimension d.
1.6 Lemma. Suppose B → A in cdga≤0 has H
0(B)→ H0(A) an isomorphism.
Let M,N ∈ PerfB. If φ : M ⊗B A → N ⊗B A is a quis, then there exists a quis
φ¯ :M → N in B-mod.
Proof. Let M,N have Tor amplitude in [a, b], and Hk(M) = Hk(N) = 0 for k > j,
and suppose j is minimal. We induct on j−a+b, if this is negativeM = N = 0 and
the lemma is true. Othewise, as H0(B) → H0(A) is an isomorphism, Hj(M) →
Hj(N) is also an isomorphism, and we can choose γ1, . . . , γt ∈M
j which generate
Hj(M) as an H0(B)-module. Put Γ = ⊕Bγi, M˜ = cone(Γ −→M), N˜ = cone(Γ
φ
−→
N). Then M˜, N˜ still have Tor amplitude in [a, b], but Hk(M˜) = Hk(N˜) = 0 for
k ≥ j.
By induction there exists a quis φ˜ : M˜ → N˜ , and we set φ¯ to be the cone of
φ˜[−1]⊕ Id : cone(M˜ [−1] + Γ)→ cone(N˜ [−1] + Γ)
1.7 Lemma. Let A ∈ cdga≤0 be f.p., and suppose P,Q ∈ PerfA satisfy P ⊗
L
A
Q
∼
−→A. Then Zariski locally on A there is a quis P
∼
−→A[d], for some integer d
(which may depend on the open set, if H0(A) is not connected)
2. More background, didactally
2.1 Given M ∈ B-mod, ξ ∈ H0HomB(M,B[1]), write Sym
ξ
BM for the pushout
SymB M˜ ⊗SymB B B, where M˜ = cone(M [−1]
ξ
−→ B).
2.2 Fix B ∈ cdga≤0 f.p., M ∈ PerfB with H
i(M) = 0 for i > 0, and ξ ∈
H0HomB(M,B[1]) as above. The algebra Sym
ξ
BM is filtered, with B in filtration
degree 0 and M in filtration degree 1; the associated graded algebra is SymBM .
Write A = SymξBM , A¯ = SymBM . The grading on A¯ is defined by a Gm-
action; differentiating we get a map LieGm = k → L
∗
A¯
. Denote the image of 1 by
E¯, this is the ‘Euler vector field’, E¯ ∈ H0(Spec A¯,L∗
A¯
) = H0(Hom(LA¯, A¯)). If we
choose a cofibrant representative for M , so M = B〈y1, . . . , yn | Dyi =
∑
j<i µijyj〉,
µij ∈ B, then E¯ =
∑
yi(dyi)
∗, DA¯E¯ = 0.
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2.3 The grading on A¯ induces one on LA¯ and on LΩA¯; the i’th graded piece is
the i’th eigenspace of LE¯ ; A¯, ∧
rLA¯ and LΩA¯ are the sums of their graded pieces.
Lemma. i) If λ 6= 0, the λ’th graded piece of Hi(Spec A¯, F pLΩA¯) is the λ’th graded
piece of ker(d : Hi−p(∧pLA¯)→ H
i−p(∧p+1LA¯)).
ii) The 0’th graded piece of Hi(Spec A¯, F pLΩA¯) is H
i(SpecB,F pLΩB).
Proof. Choose a cofibrant replacement for M as above. Define DKos to be contrac-
tion with E¯, so [D,DKos] = 0, and [d,DKos] = [d+D,DKos] = LE¯ .
Let ω = ωp+ ω>p ∈ H
i(Spec A¯, FPLΩA¯), LE¯ω = λω. Then [DKos, d+D]ω>p =
LE¯ω>p = λω>p, and dωp = −(d + D)ω>p, so ω>p = DKos(−dωp/λ) + (d +
D)(DKosω>p/λ), i.e. ω = ωp+DKos(−dωp/λ) = dDKos(ωp/λ) ∈ H
i(Spec A¯, FPLΩA¯).
This shows the inclusion ker(d : ∧pLA¯[−p] → ∧
p+1LA¯[−p− 1]) →֒ F
pLA¯ is a quis
on λ’th graded pieces, λ 6= 0.
By definition the 0’th graded piece of F pLΩA¯ is F
pLΩB , proving (ii).
2.4 Regard the class ξ :M → B[1] as a vector field on A¯ via the mapM∗⊗B A¯→
L∗
A¯
.
The vector field E¯ ∈ H0(L∗
A¯
) does not deform to a vector field on A, and neither
does the cohomology class of ξ ∈ H1(L∗
A¯
). Instead, there is an E ∈ (LA)
0 and ξ ∈
(LA)
1 such that DAE = ξ, and the specialisation of E, ξ to A¯ are E¯, ξ, respectively.
On choosing a cofibrant representative for M as in 2.2, E =
∑
yi(dyi)
∗, ξ =∑
ξi(dyi)
∗.
Choose cofibrant replacements forB andM , and an element ξ ∈ Hom(M [−1], B)0
whose class is ξ. This defines cofibrant representatives for A (resp. ∧LA) having
the same underlying algebra as that for A¯ (resp. as ∧LA¯), but DA = DA¯ + Lξ,
where Lξ = [d, ξ] : ∧
iLA → ∧
iLA, i ≥ 0.
Write D¯ = DA¯. The operators d, D¯, ξ,Lξ, DKos,LE¯ act on the underlying chain
complex of LΩA, and these operators are subject to the relations [d,DKos] = LE¯ ,
[DKos,Lξ] = ξ, [LE¯ ,Lξ] = −Lξ, [DKos, ξ] = [D¯,DKos] = [D¯, d] = 0.
2.5 The filtration on A = SymξBM induces an increasing filtration on ∧
rLA,
denoted ”Filtδ ∧rLA. There is a related filtration that is also useful. The triangle
LB ⊗B A→ LA → LB/A
∼
−→M ⊗B A
+1
−−→
induces an increasing filtration Filtδ ∧rLA of ∧
rLA; Filt
δ ∧rLA is the A-submodule
of ∧rLA spanned by terms dγ1 . . . dγr with at most δ of the γi ∈M .
Define a decreasing exhaustive filtration on LΩA by
Filtδ LΩA =
∏
r≥0
Filtr−δ ∧rLA,
and on F pLΩA by Filt
δ F pLΩA =
∏
r≥p Filt
r−δ ∧rLA = Filt
δ LΩA ∩ F
pLΩA.
Define grδF pLΩA = Filt
δ F pLΩA/Filt
δ+1 F pLΩA.
2.6 If N ∈ PerfB, and ξ : N → B a morphism in B-mod, define the completion
of B at the ideal generated by N ,
BˆN = lim
←−
B ⊗LSymB N⊗Bn
B
where B is a SymB N
⊗Bn-algebra in two ways: via the augmentation morphism
sending N⊗Bn to zero, and via the morphism ξ⊗n : SymBN
⊗Bn −→ B.
Observe that LBˆN = LB ⊗B BˆN .
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2.7 We use this notation when N = M [−1], ξ :M [−1]→ B as above, and denote
the completion BˆM [−1]) by Bˆ. Also write
ˆ¯A = Bˆ ⊗B A¯.
Lemma. i) There is a well defined morphism of chain complexes eξ : F pLΩA →
LΩ ˆ¯A,
w = wp + wp+1 + · · · 7→ e
ξω =
∑
a≥0

 ∑
k≥max(0,p−a)
ξkωk+a
k!

 .
ii) This descends to a morphism eξ : Filtδ F pLΩA → Filt
δ F δLΩ ˆ¯A.
iii) If the image of ω ∈ Hi(SpecA,Filtδ LΩA) in H
i(SpecA,LΩA) is zero, then
eξω is the image of a class in Hi(Spec A¯,Filtδ F δLΩA¯), with [e
ξω]δ =
ξp−δ
(p−δ)!ωp.
Proof. ξkωk+a is manifestly zero in A¯⊗Sym(M [−1]⊗l)A¯ if k ≥ l, so the sum
∑
k
ξk
k! ωk+a
is a well defined element of the completion ∧aL ˆ¯A = ∧
a(LA¯ ⊗A¯
ˆ¯A). Moreover
(d+DA − Lξ)e
ξ = eξ(d+DA), as Lξ = [d, ξ] commutes with ξ.
7
If ωk+a ∈ Filt
k+a−δ ∧k+aLA, then ξ
kωk+a ∈ Filt
a−δ ∧aLA, which is zero if a < δ,
giving (ii). For (iii), observe the triangle
F pLΩA −→ LΩA −→ LΩA/F
pLΩA
+1
−−→
gives that ω is the transgression of a class ν0+ν1+· · ·+νp−1 ∈ H
i−1(SpecA,LΩA/F
pLΩA),
so ω = dνp−1, where νp−1 ∈ (∧
p−1LA)
i−p and Dνp−1 = dνp−2, so Dω = 0.
Hence eξω = ω + ξω + · · ·+ ξ
p−δ
(p−δ)!ω, a finite sum.
Remark. If ω ∈ F pLΩA is transgressed from a class in Filt
δ(LΩA/F
pLΩA), then
ω ∈ Filtδ+1 F pLΩA. In particular, its class in gr
δF pLΩA is zero.
Remark. The action of vector fields L∗A on ∧
iLA is well defined (independant of
the choice of a cofibrant replacement for A). The independence of eξ on choices is
a different phenomona, as eξ+DBνω need not equal eξω in the de Rham complex.
To define eξ, we choose a cofibrant replacement for B, and a representative ξ ∈
HomB(M [−1], B)
0 for the class of ξ. This defines a cofibrant representative for
A = SymξBM , an E ∈ (LA)
0 with DE = ξ, and the morphism eξ. Different
cofibrant choices for representatives of B,M and ξ produce canonically quis results.
So our notation is harmlessly imprecise.
Remark. We only use part (iii) of the lemma, but the following may be clarifying.
The morphism eξ : LΩAˆ → LΩ ˆ¯A is a quis, Aˆ = Bˆ ⊗B A. If H
i(M) = 0 for i ≥ −1,
then LΩB → LΩAˆ, LΩB → LΩ ˆ¯A are quis; regardless H
i(Spec ˆ¯A,LΩ ˆ¯A) equals
Hi(SpecH0(Aˆ),LΩH0(Aˆ)), and this coincides with Hartshorne-Deligne’s algebraic
deRham cohomology of H0(A).
7This is a special case of the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, or a straightforward compu-
tation in the quotient of the completed free algebra in two variables x, y by the ideal [y, [x, y]].
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3. A Darboux theorem
Throughout this section we fix an invertible element P of Ch(k), so P = k[−d],
a sign λP ∈ {±1}, and we assume d ≥ 1. Given B ∈ cdga≤0, and M ∈ B-mod,
write P±1 for P±1 ⊗k B, and define M
† = HomB(M,P
−1) ∈ B-mod. Note that if
M is cofibrant and perfect then so is M †, and M
∼
−→M ††.
For A ∈ cdga, PerfA becomes an exact category with weak equivalences and
duality [Sc,7.4], where we define ηM : M → M
†† to be the natural duality quis
[Sc,6.1] composed with λP .
Given integers a ≤ b with a + b = −d, consider the full subcategory of PerfA
consisting of complexes with Tor amplitude in [a, b]; this is the subcategory of
complexes quis to one of the form Ma → · · · →M b with each Mi[i] a summand of
a free A-module Ani . This subcategory inherits the structure of an exact category
with weak equivalences and duality.
We remark that there is a unique choice of λP for which P-shifted symplectic
structures exist, and we may as well fix it.
Moreover, we may also fix a cofibrant finitely presented R ∈ cdga≤0, and assume
all cdga’s lie over R, A ∈ cdgaR\·. Then all of the theorems below are true, where
we interpret LA to be LA/R etc.
3.1 A P-symmetric complex on A is a pair M ∈ PerfA, and ϕ :M †
∼
−→M a quis
such that ϕ† = ηM ◦ ϕ : M
† →M
∼
−→M ††.
If M is a P-symmetric complex on A, and N →֒ M is a cofibration in PerfA
equipped with a factorisation (M/N)† → N → M of (M/N)† →֒ M , we say that
N →M is co-isotropic. For co-isotropic N → M , the quotient N/(M/N)† is a P-
symmetric complex on A. When this quotient is quis to zero, we say that N →M ,
or the triangle N →M → N †, is Lagrangian.
If M is a P-symmetric complex on A, then the class of M is metabolic if there
is a Lagrangian N →֒M ; and it is zero in the Witt group of P-symmetric forms if
there is a metabolic complex X such that X ⊕M is metabolic.
Proposition. A P-symmetric complex M is zero in the Witt group if and only if
it is metabolic. Moreover, if this is so there is a Lagrangian S → M → S† with
Hi(S†) = 0 for i ≥ −⌊d−12 ⌋.
Proof. This is a consequence of ‘algebraic surgery’; see [Sc,§6] for example, for a
careful proof. Here is a sketch of the first statement: If the class of M is zero in the
Witt group, we have a triangle L → cone(P †[−1] → P ) ⊕M → L†
+1
−−→ for some
P ∈ PerfA and morphism P †[−1]→ P , hence we have a triangle L˜→M → L˜†
+1
−−→
where L˜ = cone(L→ P †)[−1].
3.2 For any M ∈ PerfB, the inclusion M →֒ SymBM = A¯ induces B →
SymBM ⊗B M
∗ by adjunction, and hence A¯ → A¯ ⊗B M
∗. When M = L†B , so
M∗ = (P−1)∗⊗LB, the composite map λ¯ : A¯→ P⊗LA¯ is called the Liouville form,
we have Dλ¯ = 0, and dλ¯ = (d +D)λ¯ = ω¯std is the “standard” shifted symplectic
structure on A¯, which is manifestly deRham closed and non-degenerate.
Moreover, ω¯std : L†
A¯
→ LA¯ is a P-symmetric complex, zero in the Witt group of
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A¯, as we have the vertical maps in the diagram below are quis’s induced by ω¯std.
LB ⊗B A¯ −−−−→ LA¯ −−−−→ L
†
B ⊗B A¯
+1
−−−−→x x x
L
††
B ⊗B A¯ −−−−→ L
†
A¯
−−−−→ L†B ⊗B A¯
+1
−−−−→
Now let ξ˜ ∈ H2(SpecB,P ⊗ F 1LΩB) be a one form, and write [ξ˜]1 = ξ˜1 ∈
H1(P ⊗ LB). Regard ξ˜1 as an element of P [1] ⊗ LA¯ via LB ⊗B A¯ → LA¯. Then
there exists an element ξ′ ∈ H1(P ⊗ L†
A¯
) which is the image of a class ξ ∈ P [1]⊗
L
††
B = P ⊗ HomB(L
†
B ,P
−1[1]) = HomB(L
†
B , B[1]) such that ξ
′ω¯std = ξ˜1, where
ξ′ = ξ ⊗ 1 ∈ L†
A¯
⊗ P [1] = L∗
A¯
[1].
Now ξ : L†B → B[1] defines a deformation A = Sym
ξ
B L
†
B ; writing λ, ω
std for the
deformations of λ¯, ω¯std to A, we get DAλ = Lξλ = ξ˜1 ∈ (P ⊗LA)
1, and dλ = ωstd,
so (d+DA)λ = ξ˜1 + ω
std.
Let ωstd
ξ˜
= −ξ˜+(d+DA)λ ∈ LΩA. This defines a class inH
2(SpecA,P⊗F 2LΩA)
with [ωstd
ξ˜
]2 = −ξ˜2 + ω¯
std. As gr[ωstd
ξ˜
]2 = gr ω¯
std is the identity map in LB ⊗
L∗B ⊗BA, [ω
std
ξ˜
]2 is non-degenerate, and ω
std
ξ˜
defines a twisted symmetric structure
on A = SymξB L
†
B , which we call the “standard” twisted structure attached to ξ˜.
3.3 Proposition. Let A ∈ cdga≤0 have H
0(A) f.p., and let ω2 : L
†
A → LA be a
P-symmetric complex.
If the class of ω2 in the Witt group of P-symmetric forms is zero, then there
exists B → A in cdga≤0 such that L
†
B ⊗B A
∼
−→LA/B, B is f.p., and H
i(LA/B) = 0
for i ≥ −⌊d−12 ⌋.
Proof. By proposition 3.1 we have a Lagrangian S → LA → S
† +1−−→ with Hi(S†) =
0 for i ≥ −⌊d−12 ⌋. The Tor amplitude of S
† is in [r,−⌊d+12 ⌋] for some r, hence the
Tor amplitude of S is in [−⌊d+12 ⌋, 0], and so TorDimS ≤ ⌊
d
2⌋, and r = −d. The
result is now immediate from the ‘Frobenius theorem’ proposition 1.4.
Lemma. Let B → A be in cdga≤0 such that ω¯2 : L
†
B⊗B A
∼
−→LA/B, B is f.p., and
Hi(LA/B) = 0 for i ≥ −⌊
d−1
2 ⌋. Then there exists ξ ∈ H
0HomB(L
†
B, B[1]) and a
quis α : SymξB L
†
B
∼
−→A.
Moreover, if [d, ω¯2] = 0, then we can choose this quis so that α
∗ω¯2 : L
†
B ⊗B
SymξB L
†
B → L
†
B ⊗B Sym
ξ
B L
†
B is the pullback of a morphism L
†
B → L
†
B .
Proof. Arguing as in the previous proposition, the Tor amplitude of LA/B is in
[−d,−⌊d+12 ⌋].
Hence by proposition 1.4, we may assume B → A is cofibrant, with A =
B[y1, . . . , ya | Dyi = hi], for some hi ∈ B[y1, . . . yi−1] with ⌊
d+1
2 ⌋ ≤ − deg yi ≤ d
for all i. Hence − deg yi − deg yj ≥ 2⌊
d+1
2 ⌋ > d− 1, and only terms at most linear
in yi appear in Dyi. Write Dyi = hi = λi +
∑
j<i µijyj for some λi, µij ∈ B.
Set M = B〈y1, . . . ya | Dyi = hi − λi〉 ∈ B-mod, and ξ : M → B[1], ξ(yi) = λi,
so that SymξBM → A is a quis. As 1 ⊗B d : A ⊗B M → LA/B is a quis, we have
there exists a quis L†B
∼
−→M by lemma 1.6, proving the result.
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Now write A = SymξB L
†
B , and ω¯2 for the pullback of ω¯2 to A. The filtration by
degree on A = SymξB L
†
B induces one on HomA(LA,LA), the i’th piece of which is
endomorphisms which raise filtration degree by i; a morphism is in filtration degree
0 precisely when it is the pullback of an endomorphism in HomB(L
†
B ,L
†
B).
Write ω¯2(dyi) =
∑
aijdyj , with deg aij = − deg yj + deg yi ≤ 0. As ⌊
d+1
2 ⌋ ≤
− deg yi ≤ d, aij ∈ B unless d is even, deg yi = −d, deg aij = −d/2 = deg yj .
Hence if d is odd, ω¯2 is in filtration degree 0, and if d is even we can write
ω¯2(dyi) =
∑
γi,jk yjdyk + terms of smaller filtration degree, where γi,jk ∈ B
0 is
zero unless 1/2 deg yi = deg yj = deg yk = −d/2.
By assumption dω¯2(dyi) = 0 in ∧
2LA/B , so
∑
j,k γi,jk dyjdyk = 0, and hence
ω¯2(dyi) = d(
∑
j<k γi,jk yjyk).
Now define L†B → A by yi 7→ yi −
∑
j<k γi,jk yjyk, and let α : A → A be the
induced morphism of cdgas. Note that DB(yj) = 0 if deg yj = −d/2, so Dα = αD,
α is invertible, and α∗ω¯2 : L
†
B ⊗B A→ L
†
B ⊗B A is in filtration degree zero.
Remark. Note that α∗ξ 6= ξ, so the isomorphism chosen in the second part of the
lemma changes the choice of ξ from the first part.
3.4 Lemma. Let B ∈ cdga≤0 with H
0(B) f.p., ξ ∈ H1(L†B), A = Sym
ξ
B L
†
B,
and suppose given ω ∈ H2(SpecA,P ⊗ F 2LΩA) such that
i) [ω]2 ∈ H
0(P ⊗ ∧2LA) defines a quis LB ⊗B A
∼
−→LA/B
∼
−→L†B ⊗B A, and
ii) the class of ω in H2(SpecA,P ⊗ LΩA) is zero.
Then there exists an f : B → P [1] such that
eξω = π∗(df) ∈ H2(Spec A¯,P ⊗ F 1LΩA¯),
where π : B →֒ A¯ = SymB L
†
B is the inclusion.
Remark. We have that the image of Hi(SpecA,P ⊗ F 2LΩA) → H
i(SpecA,P ⊗
LΩA) is zero for i ≤ d, so the condition (ii) in the lemma is always satisfied if d > 1.
Proof. Choose a cofibrant replacement for B, and ξ ∈ (L†B)
1 with class ξ, and
consider eξ : LΩA → LΩ ˆ¯A as in lemma 2.7.
We have ω2 ∈ Filt
1 ∧2LA by hypothesis, and by hypothesis ω is transgressed
from a class in LΩA/F
2LΩA. So, by lemma 2.7(iii) we may assume that ω = ω2
and eξω = ξω2 + ω2 ∈ H
2(Spec A¯,P ⊗ Filt1 F 1LΩA¯).
If we write (ξω2 + ω2)
〈λ〉 for the λ’th graded piece of ξω2 + ω2 as in §2.3, then
for λ > 0, (ξω2 + ω2)
〈λ〉 = (d+ D¯)DKos((ξω2 + ω2)
〈λ〉/λ) = (d + D¯)DKos(ω
〈λ〉
2 ), as
DKos(ξω2) = 0, and this is zero in H
2(Spec A¯,P ⊗ F 1LΩA¯).
Hence ξω2 + ω2 = (ξω2 + ω2)
〈0〉 = π∗γ, for γ ∈ H2(SpecB,P ⊗ F 1LΩB).
Moreover, the class of γ in H2(SpecB,P ⊗LΩB) is zero. This is because the class
of eξω is zero in H2(Spec A¯,P ⊗LΩA¯) by hypothesis (ii), and π
∗ : Hi(SpecB,P ⊗
LΩB)→ H
i(Spec A¯,P ⊗ LΩA¯) is an isomorphism for all i.
Hence γ = df , for some element f ∈ H1(SpecB,P).
3.5 Let B, ξ, A, ω be as in the lemma and its proof, and suppose also that
[ω]2 : L
†
B ⊗B A → L
†
B ⊗B A is the pullback of a map σ : L
†
B → L
†
B. Define
A′ = SymξσB L
†
B , and σ : A
′ = SymξσB L
†
B → A = Sym
ξ
B L
†
B to be the induced map
in cdgaB\·. Observe that the map L
†
B ⊗B A
∼
−→LA′/B ⊗A′ A
dσ
−→ LA/B
∼
−→L†B ⊗B A
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is induced by [ω]2 and so is a quis, i.e. LA′/A = 0. Moreover, as H
0(B)։ H0(A′),
H0(B) ։ H0(A) are surjections, so is H0(A′) ։ H0(A), hence A′ → A is a quis,
by corollary 1.1(ii).
Put η˜ = (ξω2+ω2)
〈0〉 = ξω2+ω
〈0〉
2 . Then η = ξσ, and σ
∗ωstdη˜ = σ(ω
std
η˜ ) ∈ ∧
2LA
satisfies σ∗ωstdη˜ − ω ∈ Filt
0 ∧2LA.
Lemma. σ∗ωstdη˜ = ω in H
2(SpecA,P ⊗ F 2LΩA)
Proof. Put δ = σ∗ωstdη˜ − ω. Consider the filtration by degree, ”Filt. If δ is in
”Filtλ ∧2LA and λ > 0, then
′′grλ(δ) = (d+D)DKos(
′′grλ(δ)/λ). ButDKos(
′′grλδ) =
0, as δ ∈ Filt0 ∧2LA. So δ is in ”Filt
0 and so pulled back from B. It follows that
by construction δ is zero.
3.6 To summarise, it seems we have proved the following.
Theorem. Let X → R be a connected Deligne-Mumford dg-stack over some base
DM dg-stack R, with P an invertible complex of D-modules on X , Hd(P) 6= 0 for
some d > 0, and ω ∈ H0(X , H2(P ⊗ F 2LΩX/R)) a P-shifted symplectic form.
Suppose that
SpecA
i
−−−−→ Xy y
SpecR −−−−→ R
is an etale map for which
i) the class of i∗[ω]2 is zero in the Witt group of A,
ii) the class of i∗ω is zero in H2(SpecA,P ⊗ LΩA/R), and
iii) the underlying D-module of i∗P is trivial.8
Then there is a f.p. cdga B, f : B → P [1], and quis σ : A′ = SymηB L
†
B → A such
that σ∗ωstddf = i
∗ω, where η : L†B → B[1] is induced from df .
Proof. Given A as above, observe that by lemma 1.7 the underlying A-module of
i∗P is O[−d], necessarily with d ≥ 0. As the class of [ω]2 in the Witt group is
zero, by proposition 3.3 and lemma 3.3(i) we have a finitely presented cdga B → A,
and ξ : L†B → B[1] such that Sym
ξ
B L
†
B → A is a quis. As the class of i
∗ω is
zero in the deRham complex of A, we can assume that i∗ω is transgressed from
LA/F
2LA, so by lemma 3.3(ii) we can further assume ω¯2 is pulled back from a
morphism L†B → L
†
B . Lemma 3.4 now gives an f : B → P [1] with e
ξω = π∗df , and
the discussion and lemma in §3.5 gives the result.
Remark. If d 6= 2mod4, every geometric point x ∈ X has a neighbourhood for
which (i) holds.We can do slightly better. Let X be a Deligne-Mumford dg-stack,
ω a P-shifted symplectic form on X , SpecA′ → X an etale map, and x ∈ X a
closed point.
Algebraic surgery and Witt cancellation gives the localisation (LA′)(x) is quis
to a direct sum of perfect complexes P(x) ⊕ M(x), where M(x) is metabolic and
P(x) has Tor amplitude in [−d/2,−d/2]; moreover we can insist that P(x) is zero
if d 6= 2mod 4. As X is locally finitely presented, and M(x), P(x) are perfect,
there is some Zariski neighbourhood A′ → A of x, and P,M ∈ PerfA, such that
8This assumption is somewhat harsh. We will repost this note with a more general statement
later.
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LA = P ⊕M , the localisations of P,M are P(x),M(x), and M is metabolic and P
has Tor amplitude [−d/2,−d/2].9
Put C = SymγA P , where γ : P → P is the identity map. Then M ⊗AC → LC is
a quis, so SpecC carries a P-shifted symmetric structure with LC zero in the Witt
group. Hence assuming (ii) and (iii) of the theorem, we get that C is a twisted
shifted cotangent bundle. But A→ SymC(P ) is a quis. We have proved
Corollary. Let x ∈ X , P = O[−d]. Then there is a neighbourhood
SpecA
i
−−−−→ Xy y
SpecR −−−−→ R
of x, and quis σ : SymηB(L
†
B + P ) → A, where B ∈ cdgaR\· is f.p., P ∈ PerfB
is a P-shifted symmetric complex of Tor amplitude [−d/2,−d/2], zero unless d =
2mod4, and f : B → P [1], such that i∗ω is the pullback by σ of the sum of the
standard symplectic form ωstddf with the form induced from P .
3.7 It seems that the theorem extends to Artin dg-stacks with little extra effort:
if X → R is an Artin dg-stack, ω a P-shifted symplectic structure, and d > 0,
then locally X is a twisted shifted cotangent bundle SymηOY (L
†
Y + P ), where Y is
an Artin dg-stack, Hi(L†Y) = 0 for i ≥ 0, and P ∈ Perf Y is a P-shifted symmetric
complex of Tor amplitude [−d/2,−d/2], zero unless d = 2mod4, as above. We will
repost with details shortly.
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